TPS-MTSU: Tennessee Literature Webinar.

Garden Cemetery, Chattanooga.

Series.

March 9 (Online)—Tennessee Council for Social Studies "Democratizing the Historical Narrative with Primary Sources" Session at the February 24 (Online)—

Upcoming women, as well as all those who labored, enslaved and free, in the house and on the 1780 stone house in Surgoinsville owned by direct descendants of Stony Point's Tennessee to examine the interiors and decorative arts objects of Stony Point, a c. of the American Revolution nears.

Ethan Holden, Mandy Hamilton, and Robby Kurtz researched and drafted a farm's businesses in the late eighteenth century. Ph.D. candidates Steph McDougal, descendants). Amis established a farm, mill, trading post, and tavern on the property, The Amis Farm, built c. 1781-82 by North Carolina Revolutionary War leader Thomas York state history. The Center's is associated with legal giant Samuel Powel, whose sons served in the War with 1806, tell stories of Tennessee's early history in the Center for Historic Preservation continues to lead preservation efforts for three significant projects in upper East Tennessee's Hawkins County—the Preservation

As Tennessee prepares to commemorate the American Revolution preparing for the 250th Anniversary of the American Revolution Leaders in-depth explorations. Both the Fellowship and the mini-conference are funded by the portion of the "long arc of civil rights," including guest speakers and site visits. The TPS-MTSU hopes to be able to host in-person workshops in Fall 2021 to cover our the past. Guest experts LaGarrett King (University of Missouri), Tina Heafner Ibram X. Kendi. An introductory virtual meeting in the Fall of 2020 involved discussion from each state), began by selecting primary sources from the Library of Congress Stacey Graham, Momon, a former Center graduate research assistant and current visiting assistant professor at Sewanee: The University of the South. As her residency got started, momon, a former Center graduate research assistant and current visiting assistant professor at Sewanee: The University of the South. As her residency got started, 2021 semester. Victoria's residency is with the assistants, Victoria Hensley and Ethan Holden, began their to the student's dissertation work. Residencies Students Pursue Special Projects for Their Ph.D.

W.B. Walker Farm (1858)

Office is in remarkably good condition given its age. The W.B. Walker Farm (1858)

Farms in the state at 105. Ethan is conducting a survey of Farms in the state at 105. Ethan is conducting a survey of Black makers, creators, and artists, and provided a new platform to get these stories to give the family options to consider as the 250th commemoration WINTER 2021
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